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Capture the true
potential of your
Wind Farms,
anywhere in the
world.

Wind turbines are large and immense pieces of equipment. The
largest wind turbines have blades that are 415 feet long and weigh
25.5 tons. Their sheer size and remote locations pose unique challenges for routine maintenance and triggers a need for regular
on-site inspection and preventative maintenance to sustain
long-term returns.
When its comes to ensuring mission-critical plants and equipment,
regular visits do not represent any guarantee against system
failures. Just as how wind turbines need maximum, uninterrupted
wind to function optimally, the major business challenge in running
wind farms, lie in generating maximum energy at an optimal cost to
make it a viable energy production platform.
In this respect, the integration of satellite communications is expected to significantly improve remote maintenance and management of
wind farms and enable easy, secure and central automation of
offshore wind parks.

Current
bottlenecks

Wind turbines are unmanned, remote power plants. Unlike conventional power stations, wind turbines are exposed to highly variable
and harsh weather conditions (including calm to severe winds,
tropical heat, lightning, cold, snow etc). Due to these external
variations, wind turbines undergo constantly changing loads, which
result in extremely variable operational conditions that lead to
intense mechanical stress.
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Maintenance and repair of
large turbines and remote
locations where wind farms
are built

Unscheduled maintenance
costs can account to more than
70% of the total wind turbine
maintenance costs

Condition monitoring of wind
turbines becomes essential to
minimize unplanned downtime

Smarter and
faster way to
increase uptime
and optimize
costs

Symphony Windmill Manager
Symphony Windmill Manager is an enterprise-scale Internet of
Things application that provides scalable solutions for connecting,
automating and centralizing control of remote wind parks and wind
turbine infrastructures. It provides an easy-to-use optimal solution to
seamlessly manage and automate wind park operations, irrespective of their location, by combining wireless, mobile and satellite
network technologies. The web-based Symphony IoT portal enables
wind park owners and operators with the mentioned benefits.

Centralized management of
multiple, remote wind
turbines

Solution Capabilities

Yield assurance performance estimation
against actual performance

Symphony Windmill Manager offers an unified, integrated solution to

Wind velocity & direction,
weather forecast and
condition monitoring

Symphony EdgeX, powered by Symphony IoT platform, you can

Fault detection and alerts at
granular levels

multi-vertical environment.

Highly scalable
and rebrand-able

streamline operations and maintenance and enable efficient management of multiple, geographically-distributed wind turbines. With
establish a stable communication, acquire, analyse and gain insights
from performance data across multi-vendor, multi-protocol and

Open APIs for
customization

Multi-vendor, multi-lingual
data acquisition

Uniquely positioned with expertise
of satellite network management

Some of the measurable parameters in Symphony Windmill Manager
Wind turbine

Environment

Energy

Rotor and blade speed
Vibration
Temperature/Heating
Water cooler
Generator & gear box
Hub controller

Ambient temperature
Wind speed (mph)
Humidity (%)
Air pressure (Pa)
Wind velocity & direction
Weather forecast

Active power
Reactive power
Total energy produced (kWh)
Inverter voltage
Inverter current
CO2 savings

A complete wind farm monitoring software
Features
Collect, coordinate and visualize turbines and total
wind park performance data. Improve energy
production and take targeted actions based on
observed trends.

Monitor multi-energy portfolios
Centralized automation and control of wind
turbine production (usage, net electricity sold,
where & how power is used) of multiple,
geographically distributed wind park sites

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION

Analyse performance to optimize yield
Compare predicted performance against actual
power generated; create custom analytics to detect
minor, major or critical performance deviation

ENERGY METERING

INVERTER VOLTAGE

Diagnose wind farms for reduced downtime
React immediately in case of component or system
anomaly. Find the root to low performing turbines,
remotely troubleshoot and resolve issues before
they become real system failure.

Map your turbines anywhere in the world
Monitor and map your entire fleet or individual
turbines. View production data, warnings, alarms and
other key metrics in real-time, on the map.

TEMPERATURE

ROTOR SPEED
WIND SPEED

Manage multi-vendor assets and hardware
Manage multi-vendor assets and easily integrate
with existing proprietary systems (SCADA, in-house
hardware solutions etc)

Ensure smooth maintenance
Seamless integrate with business process apps
such as trouble-ticketing/ERP/CRM to regulate
smooth maintenance

Symphony IoT designed for scale, flex and
interoperability - Distributed data-collection architecture
How it works?
RTUs acquire data from the sensors mounted on wind turbines and invertors. This data is routed to the
Symphony IoT Platform for data processing, via various data connectivity mediums. The Web-based interface
enables the operators to take control of individual wind turbines and the entire fleet, from any location at
any time, while Symphony IoT's open communication protocols enables easy integration of wind power
systems or any renewable assets in the operator’s portfolio.

ENTERPRISE APPS & INTEGRATIONS
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REST API

DEV HUB

Billing & Accounting

Vertical Security, Energy, Telematics
Retail, Healthcare, etc
Apps

Tools & Wizards

CRM Integration

Enterprise Business Apps

Customizable GUI

SIM Management
Operations

Customer Portal
Mobile Apps

Custom Apps

Sample Apps
Open Platform API

Symphony IoT Application Enablement Platform
Restful API
Energy Management

AAA Security
Remote Monitoring
Conﬁguration

COMMUNICATION
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Symphony EdgeX
GATEWAYS

SENSORS

BIG Data Ecosystem
Asset Management

Business Benefits

Customer Benefits

Precise energy metering for energy
accounting

Central automation and control of
power production

Speedy fault detection

Customer portal

Reduced downtime and OPEX

Reduction in energy bills

Reduced maintenance & man-power

Increased visibility

Customizable energy dashboards

Easy billing & energy planning

Integration with renewable sources

2-way engagement between utilities
& consumers

Related Sensors
Cluster of sensors like
accelerometers, encoders,

Accelerometer

Monitors vibration from gear
box, generator, blades and
tower

Ensures minimal
damage

Temperature
sensor

Detects temperature of
generator and gear box

Ensures optimum
temperature is
maintained

Encoder

Mounted on generator's
main bearing

Monitors rotating
speed of turbine

Security
sensor

Secure the sites from smoke,
door, vibration & trespassing

Security and
surveillance

temperature sensors,
lubricant-consistency sensors,
and humidity sensors mounted
on the wind turbine gather data
and prevent potential damage
to its components. Some of the
commonly used are mentioned
here. Data fetched from these
sensors are unified to compute
wind speed, wind direction and
temperature.

This data also enables prediction of potential usable energy that is generated based on the relationship
between wind velocity, rotor speed and blade angles. Symphony IoT supports big data that captures historical
data allowing operators to not only monitor and track current temperature of a bearing but includes past data
over even a month. It enables operators to track performance of a particular part, over a longer period of time,
which in turn allows the organization to prioritize maintenance schedule of that particular turbine, without
affecting overall capacity of power production.

Get more value from your wind farms
Symphony Windmill manager enables
you to optimize your power production

WebNMS

Celltower Monitoring

Web Portal
(Client Interface)

Search Device

Wind Park

in the long run. The user-friendly

WebNMS

Search Device

WebNMS

Celltower Monitoring

Search Device

dashboard provides a personalized and
comprehensive analysis of your turbine
and fleet's performance at any time of

Water level sensor
Moisture Sensor

the day, from your desktop, tablet or
Environment

smartphone.

Flow meters

Symphony IoT is deployable
on-premise or on the cloud and assures
data security in all layers from data

RTU

Symphony
IoT Server
Database

Energy

Alarm

Asset Location
Mail

acquisition, transmission, processing,
allowing authorized user access.

Compatible with all
leading gateway
manufacturers and
communication
protocols in the
market

HARDWARE PARTNER

SYSTEM INTEGRATOR

Start your IoT Journey
For more information, visit us at www.webnms.com/iot/windmill-manager.html.
Or, write to us at iot-eval@webnms.com
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